In recent years a local probabilistic model for low cycle fatigue (LCF) based on the statistical size effect has been developed and applied on engineering components. Here, the notch support extension based on the stress gradient effect is described in detail, as well as an FEA-based parameter calibration. An FEA is necessary to simulate non-homogeneous stress fields in non-smooth specimens which exhibit gradients and determine size effects. The hazard density approach and the surface integration over the FEA stress lead to geometryindependent model parameters. Three different materials (superalloys IN-939, Rene80, steel 26NiCrMoV14-5 ) and three different geometry types (smooth, notch, cooling hole specimens) are considered for a more comprehensive validation of the probabilistic LCF model and to demonstrate its wide application range. At the same time, a reduced testing effort is needed compared to deterministic model predictions with notch support.
Introduction
Traditionally, a combination of deterministic fatigue prediction considering the peak stress in a component only and safety factors accommodating for in-herent statistical scatter, emerging from various uncertainties in the material and load conditions, is used for life assessment of engineering designs.
However, not only mechanical integrity analyses of components have to deal with uncertainties in fatigue life. Also cyclic-fatigue experiments in lab conditions with gas turbine blade and rotor disc materials, such as Ni-base superalloys and martensitic steels show a high scatter [4, 5] . This creates the challenging task to develop material fatigue models which provide the characteristics of failure probability.
For life assessment of arbitrarily shaped engineering components at arbitrary loading conditions with respect to the uncertainties in material fatigue mechanisms, lifing models with a local probabilistic approach have advantages compared to deterministic approaches. The local probabilistic approach enables the transfer of mechanical properties and integrity evaluations from one geometry to another, thereby delivering geometry-independent material parameters which are a key for significantly reducing testing efforts.
In this work, the focus is on low-cycle fatigue (LCF). The probabilistic LCF model of [1, 2, 3] is extended to account for the combined size and notch support effect. A comprehensive validation of this extended model is conducted with three different materials and three different specimen geometry classes.
The ongoing demand for reliable life prediction methods and understanding of materials for judging the mechanical integrity of engineering components such as turbomachinery designs drives the development of numerous sophisticated probabilistic models.
For example in [6, 7] , a kinetic theory for surface microcracking processes and a balance equation describing the crack density evolution in a surface element is developed based on a Poisson Point Process description of the damage state and a Weibull distribution of initial crack lengths. Crack initiation, coalescence and propagation are covered by this theory which requires high level information on material cracking behavior however. B.H. Lee and S.B. Lee developed a stochastic model for LCF damage caused by multiaxial loading that not only considers one critical plane as proposed in [8] but also other highly loaded planes and thereby contains some sort of statistical size effect [9] . A very recent probabilistic fatigue prediction model for parts under multiaxial loading is presented by Zhu et al. who also use a critical plane approach (by [10] ) to derive a fatigue life distribution for a body under multiaxial load [11] .
While the previously named publications are well justified and validated for test specimens and experiment results under lab conditions, general component design requires a fast model which deals with arbitrary geometries and stress fields. Targeting these requirements, the algorithm for probabilistic LCF crack initiation prediction presented in [1, 2] is based on a local approach. It is set up as FEA postprocessor and uses the stress-field information to calculate the hazard density for every node of the part to calculate the scale parameter of the Weibull crack initiation distribution and thus inherently considers the statistical size effect. Based on such an LCF crack initiation analysis, probabilistic fracture mechanic assessments might follow using an approach as in [12, 13] . However, the life enhancing stress gradient effect was not incorporated in the algorithm of [1, 2] so far. Therefore, LCF crack initiation life predictions with very inhomogeneously loaded geometries were often too conservative [14] . Modeling the stress gradient effect is often approached by shifting the calculated Wöhler curve by a notch-support factors to higher lives [4, 5] . This principle is taken up in the model presented here but simply applying the deterministic notch support effect on top of the probabilistic prediction would still be inaccurate since it is then decoupled from the statistical size effect. The new notch support extension identifies the normalized stress gradient at the surface, χ and uses a root function approach with two additional parameters to calculate a stress gradient dependent notch support factor n χ . The factor n χ (χ(x)) is calculated in locally at the surface and implicitly used to reduce the local hazard density values. With this procedure, the notch support extension is well aligned with the local probabilistic approach and all shifts of the probabilistic life curves are combined shifts of by the notch effect and size effect. Estimating the notch support factor as a function of the normalized stress gradient was first proposed by [15] . Considering the experimental observations for several steels and non Fe-alloys, Siebel et al. have also proposed that a root function is used to model n χ (χ) which is a widely accepted consensus now [4, 5] and is therefore similarly adapted for the notch support extension of the local probabilistic model from [1, 2] . This has the particular advantage that the geometry variability of the model is kept.
Another probabilistic approach to notch support is presented in [16] and [17] , for example where fatigue notch factors for high cycle fatigue (HCF) based on the random distribution of failure inducing defects in the material are computed. Hertel et al. already take into account a macro support factor which combines the statistical size effect and geometrical support effects [18] .
Karolczuk and Palin-Luc claim to model the stress gradient effect using a Weibull based distribution function which is, similar as in the model in [1, 2] , a result of FEA domain property summation [19] . However there, the stress gradient along the surface is evaluated in contrast to evaluating the general stress gradient which is addressed in the model presented here.
First, a brief description of the local probabilistic model for LCF is given in subsection 2.1, followed by a description of the new model extension for local stress gradient based notch support consideration in subsection 2.2.
The extended model is calibrated with LCF test data of standard and notched specimens for the materials IN-939 (CC) (subsection 3.1), Rene80 (HIP) (subsection 3.2) and 26NiCrMoV14-5 (subsection 3.3). Calibration for IN-939 additionally requires the use of temperature models for the CoffinManson-Basquin (CMB) parameters which are calibrated in a two step process. Subsequently the calibrated model is validated by predicting the LCF crack initiation life of cooling hole specimens, giving more accurate results than a deterministic approach. Furthermore, the model is calibrated for Rene80 (HIP) with two different data sets described in 3.2. There it is shown that the model can be robustly calibrated with data of only one notched specimen geometry. Finally in 3.3 it is shown that the model can also be successfully applied to the class of martensitic steels. In all cases presented, the prediction confidence is assessed by fitting bootstrap curves and calculating the percentiles.
2 Probabilistic LCF and notch support
Local Probabilistic Model for LCF
The local probabilistic model for LCF discussed here was introduced in [1] and [2] . One of its major advantages is the ability to account for the statistical size effect which means that a part with larger loaded surface area is more likely to show LCF crack initiation than a part with smaller loaded surface area. The other large benefit of the local probabilistic model is the delivery of geometry independent CMB parameters after calibration to test points. In deterministic methods, the Coffin-Manson-Basquin (CMB) equation is widely used to model the relationship between maximum (elasto-plastic) strain ε a in the component and its crack initiation life N i [21, 22, 23] as it is well justified by the physical processes at mesoscopic scale and their stochastic nature [25] .
1 is parametrized by the cyclic Youngs's modulus E, the fatigue strength coefficient and exponent σ f , b and the fatigue ductility coefficient and exponent ε f , c which are generally material and geometry dependent. Hence for deterministic LCF life prediction (usually crack initiation life N i ) the CMB parameters are first determined by fitting the CMB model to LCF test points and 1 is numerically inverted for a given maximum component strain amplitude ε a . For component design however, the resulting value N i is not a final result but usually evaluated considering safety factors to accommodate for size effects. A direct approach to the statistical size effect is incorporated in the following local probabilistic model. In contrast to the deterministic approach, the number of cycles to crack initiation N i is considered as a random variable which is Weibull distributed with the cumulative distribution function
where m and η are the Weibull shape and scale parameter. LCF cracks initiate at the surface and only influence stress fields on micro-and mesoscales which infers that crack formation processes in different locations are stochastically independent [26] . Hence, hazard rates h j (n) for crack initiation at the surface patches {A j } j=1...k are calculated as integrals over a function depending on the local elasto-plastic strain
The integrand (n; ε a (x), T (x)) is the hazard density. With the cumulative hazard rate H(n) = ∂Ω h(s) ds and its relationship to 2, F N (n) = 1 − exp (−H(n)), the hazard density can be derived to
The final expression for the Weibull scale parameter η of the Weibull distribution function (2) is found to be
By integrating over all hazard density values of a body's surface, the scale parameter η inherently considers the statistical size effect. Thereby the model is able to predict the median life N i of an arbitrarily shaped body within the limits of stress modeling by continuum mechanics. In order to compare the effect of different critical sizes a size effect factor SE is calculated for every component evaluation
In 6 N i comp/smooth are the probabilistic life numbers of the assessed component and a comparably loaded, standardized smooth specimen. Often engineering parts with inhomogeneous geometry have stresses concentrated to small areas and hence low deterministic life in at the respective integration point whereas the other areas are far less critical. Given the risks in the component are sufficiently confined locally, the integration in 5 results in higher probabilistic life compared to evaluating a standard LCF specimen for the load situation of the lowest life point in the component. Hence SE > 1 which means the Wöhler curve corresponding to the engineering part is shifted along the N i -axis to higher life. For an analysis with the local probabilistic model, the local strain values ε a (x, T (x)) of the assessed body, e.g. a test specimen, have to be determined as input for 1. This is done by retrieving the nodal von Mises stress result of a linear elastic FEA model and applying it to a shakedown function SD −1 : σ el v → σ v , e.g. the Neuber rule. Strain values are then derived by subsequently applying the Ramberg-Osgood equation to the elasto-plastic stresses. With this setup as an FEA postprocessor [24] , the local probabilistic model can be applied in a very straight forward way to assess the LCF life of bodies with arbitrary geometry.
Notch Support Effect
This subsection recapitulates the basics of the notch support effect and how the probabilistic model for LCF is extended to account for it.
It is well known that irregular shaped parts with local stress maxima show higher LCF life than predicted by considering homogenous nominal stresses in the carve or notch root only. The reason for that is the stress gradient-or notch support effect which means that stress levels dropping from the surface into the bulk of the part inhibit LCF crack initiation in the critical grain. This is well comprehensible when keeping in mind that the movement and time to accumulation of crystal dislocations is governed by the lattice strain [25] . Furthermore, stresses dropping across the diameter of a critical surface grain retard the formation of persistent slip bands and hence macroscopic crack initiation. In other words, the lower stress regions underneath the surface support the material with inhomogeneous stress distribution.
In order to use LCF life prediction models such as the CMB equation, the load magnitude there is decreased by a notch support factor n χ which is a function of the normalized stress gradient χ at the surface ∂Ω.
While [15] used a one parametric root function
where s g is the distance of persistent slip bands in the failing grain, here, a similar but two-parametric approach with parameters A and k is here chosen for calculating n χ . Deterministically, the maximum strain value ε a in the CMB equation is replaced with ε a /n χ . Since n χ ≥ 1 for all χ ≥ 0, using ε a /n χ shifts Wöhler curves along the ε a -axis to higher strain values as shown in Figure 1 . This is approximately modeling the dependency of the shift in cyclic fatigue strength (or strain) on χ which is observed for differently shaped notched specimens at a certain number of load cycles.
In the extended probabilistic model for LCF, all local strain values ε a (x) are divided by the respective local notch support factor n χ (x) at every integration point. So the values N i det (ε a (x), T (x)) in 4 are calculated by inverting
Using 9 leads to probabilistic Wöhler curves shifted along the the ε a as well but additionally, they are also shifted to horizontally to higher N i by the statistical size effect. The size effect is usually quite significant for parts with confined ares of concentrated stresses and should therefore always be considered. The use of the χ-based notch support factor keeps the flexibility of the local probabilistic model to assess arbitrary geometries since χ(x) is also identified from the nodal linear-elastic stress values of FEA results. The left image shows a typical dependency of n χ on χ as observed for most ferrous and non ferrous steels [4, 15] . Exemplary CMB Wöhler curves and their shift due to notch support are shown in the right image. Arrows correspond to each other in both images.
The derivative ∇σ el v (x) is computed by applying the chain rule to the von Mises stress equation and finally calculating the component stress derivatives using FEA shape functions which interpolate stress from the surface to the first interior layer of finite elements. The latter are hard coded for most element types, such that computing 7 is fast and precise. This is also necessary, because instead of evaluating the notch support effect only at the location of highest load it is evaluated at every integration point at the surface once the the nodal χ(x) values are identified. This follows the philosophy of local contributions to the overall hazard rate, hence enables the model to use geometry independent parameters and directly accounts for the combined sizeand notch support effect. However, this requires, that FEA models of all notched specimen test points have to be solved and their nodal stress tensor and temperature results have to be extracted once in order to calculate the integral (5), numerically. The same procedure is necessary for calculating the curve points of the predicted probabilistic Wöhler curves and is hence computationally more costly than the probabilistic LCF model calibration and curve prediction in [1] with smooth specimen data only permitting an analytical solution of 5.
In order to estimate A and k for the notch support extension in the deterministic model, test data of at least two differently notched specimen sets has to be acquired. The strain amplitude ratio in the LCF Wöhler curves of notched and smooth specimen data at a certain cycle number is plotted versus the normalized stress gradient χ in the notch root. Having done that for several notch specimen types, the model for n χ (χ) is fitted to those points which creates a curve such as the left plot in Figure 1 . Improving the data basis for such a fit requires more test points at different χ values which creates the effort to manufacture and test specimens of additional geometries. In contrast, the calibration of the extended local probabilistic model for LCF requires only tests of one notch geometry are required 1 .
Calibration and Validation of the probabilistic LCF/notch support model
The probabilistic LCF model considering the notch support effect requires seven material parameters σ f , b, ε f , c, A and k which are generally temperature dependent. But in this work, temperature models are only introduced for the CMB parameters while notch support parameters A, k and the Weibull shape parameter m assumed to be constant in temperature. In order to calibrate the model parameters, all LCF data points have to be fitted simultaneously because in the local probabilistic model the Weibull shape parameter accounts for distribution scatter and the statistical size effect which causes a shift of the probabilistic median life. Ultimately, the shift in crack initiation life of non-smooth specimens such as notched specimens is always a combination of notch support effect and the size effect. Therefore, the consecutive estimation of only the CMB parameters first and the separate estimation of the notch support parameters in a second step, like the deterministic method, is inaccurate. Particularly A, k and m need to be estimated simultaneously.
Since it is able to handle censored data, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method is used to calibrate the local probabilistic model. There, the negative log-likelihood sum is minimized using the Nelder-Mead algorithm, due to the complex numerical operations involved,
In the following subsections the extended local probabilistic model is calibrated for the two superalloys Rene80 and IN-939 and the steel 26NiCrMoV 14-5 for validating the predictive power of the notch support model and its 1 More data sets for calibrating and validating the results are preferable of course applicability to different material classes. These materials are often used for turbomachinery components.
IN-939 (CC)
The first case considers IN-939, a polycrystalline Ni-based superalloy. Smooth and notch specimen data is used for model calibration and the median life of cooling hole specimens is predicted which also required the calibration of a temperature model for the CMB parameters. The probabilistic LCF life evaluation of cooling hole geometries is very interesting since IN-939 is typically used for casting gas turbine blades and vanes. Its average chemical composition is given in Table 1 Element Ni Cr Co Ti Mo W Al C B Zr Weight -% bal. 22.5 19.0 3.7 2.0 2.0 1.9 0.15 0.005 0.025 Table 1 : Chemical composition of IN-939. The examined specimens were cast and heat treated such that the material had a yield strength Y S 0.2 ≥ 704 MPa at 400
• C.
LCF data of five different specimen geometries is examined. The standard specimens have a homogenous, cylindrical gauge section with r Gauge = 3.175 mm. The two notch specimen types have circumferential notch with radii of 9.13 mm and 3.13 mm respectively in the middle of the gauge section and a notch root radius of also 3.175 mm. Figure 2 shows geometry sketches of this specimen type as it was used in the Rene80 test campaigns. This specimen type was used for notch specimen tests of all materials but with slightly similar dimensions.
Additionally to those, two types of cooling hole specimens with the same strength class were tested in order to obtain more information on LCF crack initiation of turbine blade or vane cooling holes. Figure 3 shows scatter plots of the elasto-plastic stress distributions at the free surfaces of the specimen type with K t = 4.0 (cooling hole channels horizontally) and K t = 2.1 (cooling hole channels inclined by 45
• ) respectively. All test specimens used for calibration and validation here underwent heat treatments resulting in the same strength class. The specimen type and test environment of the available LCF test data 2 is listed in Table 2 . Figure 2 : Geometries of the notch specimen type used for test data generation as used in the Rene80 (HIP) test campaign [27] . The left sketch shows a notched specimen with low stress concentration (K t = 1.62), while the sharply notched specimen in the right sketch causes higher stress concentration (K t = 2.6). Similar specimen geometries were used for IN-939 (CC) tests.
peak stresses peak stresses Figure 3 : The cooling hole specimen geometry CH-5 with 5 holes leading to a stress concentration with K t = 4.0 is shown in the left box. Areas of high stresses are very confined to the transition area between cooling hole channel and specimen flank at the sharp angle side. The cooling hole specimen geometry CH-7 with 7 holes leading to a stress concentration with K t = 2.1. Areas of high stresses extend elongated along the entire sides of cooling hole channels. As a consequence, the critical area in the specimen is higher and therefore a lower size effect shift is expected.
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Notched with r Notch = 0.313 mm, K t = 3, NS-2
Cooling hole, 7 holes, r CH = 0.35 mm,
Cooling hole, 5 holes, r CH = 0.35 mm, Temperature model functions for the CMB parameters are determined by estimating the CMB coefficients for each individual smooth specimen data set first 3 (shown in the let plot in Figure 4 ) and secondly fitting polynomial ansatz functions to those temperature-individual CMB parameters. The 0th order parameters of these polynomials
which determine the absolute level of the parameter curve are later varied in the main MLE procedure and estimated simultaneously with A k and m. The second step then uses the notch specimen data points shown in the right plot of Figure 4 . Using such semi-hard coded dependencies, the temperature trend was held fixed while the absolute of the CMB parameters was adapted to accommodate the combination of fatigue-strength and ductility influence and the size effect on the E-N -curve position. However, note that temperature model functions are only used here to calculate the precise CMB parameters at the temperatures at which test points are available. Ni (Cycle, log) εa (%, log) The dashed lines are the probabilistic median-Wöhler curves for LCF crack initiation life distribution depending on maximum surface strain. Test points are not necessarily crossed by this curve but are found in the scatter band of the density distribution function for N i . The left plot in Figure 4 also shows very distinctively, how test points as well as their corresponding Wöhler curves are shifted to lower crack initiation life with increasing temperature due to decreased fatigue strength. Additionally, the right plot in Figure 4 shows that notched specimens NS-2 (K t = 3) have higher crack initiation life than the NS-1 specimens (K t = 2) due to the higher stress gradient under the surface in the notch root emerging from the sharper notch geometry. • C data set of the notched geometry NS-1 and the density distribution functions for every respective data point. Now the most important validation case of this work is shown and described. The life predictions for the two different cooling hole specimens with approximate stress concentration factors of K t = 4.0 and K t = 2.1 are presented. Figure 6 shows a comparison between the deterministic Wöhler curve predictions considering notch support using the inverse of
and the probabilistic median-Wöhler curve predictions for the cooling hole specimen data sets at 871
Ni (Cycle, log) εa (%, log) While 10 only evaluates life at the point of highest strain max (ε a ) the probabilistic curve predictions are calculated according to the surface integral (5) and the notch support extension at every integration point as defined in 9. Figure 6 shows that deterministic LCF life predictions of the cooling hole specimens are over-conservative while the probabilistic 871
• C-Wöhler curves are shifted to significantly higher life in Figure 6 . The predicted LCF life of the CH-7 specimen is shifted by a factor of five in total and by a factor 15 for the CH-5 specimen respectively. This is also true for the predictions at 649
• C as shown with the green curves. These results point out that the local probabilistic approach considering the combined size and notch effect predicts LCF life much more accurately compared to the deterministic results for cooling hole geometries. Note that the ratio n χ (CH -5 )/n χ (CH -7 ) ≈ 1.13 is small and therefore does not explain the big difference in the predicted curve shifts and the test data position alone. The size effects factors however, SE(CH -5 ) = 294 and SE(CH -7 ) = 24, differ more than an order of magnitude and therefore explain why the CH-5 Wöhler curve is shifted to much higher life than the CH-7 Wöhler curve. The subdivision of both curve shifts is shown in Figure 7 . The significant difference of the size effect shifts does not only originate from the different number of cooling holes (five in the CH-5 geometry; seven in the CH-7 geometry) but even more from the cooling hole design. The image in the left box of Figure 3 clearly shows that cooling holes perpendicular to the load axis (vertical) lead to far smaller areas of stress concentration compared to a geometry where they are in a 45
• angle as it is shown in the right box of Figure 3 . Ultimately, this demonstrates the importance of evaluating the combined size-and notch support effect in LCF and also the capability of the extended local probabilistic model to actually predict the combined effects.
In order to receive an estimate for the uncertainties of the curve predictions, parametric bootstrapping was conducted with the minimal number of 2000 bootstrap resamplings which is the minimum number concerning the statistical validity (see sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2 of [28] ) and the maximum number concerning the computational effort for a 12-core desktop workstation. The shown confidence intervals in Figure 7 are calculated with the percentile method as proposed in section 9.4.2 of [28] and [29] since the standard error computation for every bootstrap estimate is not feasible. Hence they represent the confidence in the median curve prediction and are not to mistaken with the residual scatter predicted by the estimated crack initiation life distribution. Calculating the confidence intervals with the percentile method is particularly expensive for the bootstrap curves of the cooling hole specimens, since one curve calculation with 14 curve points (14 surface integrals) takes ≈ 2 min for these more sophisticated geometries.
Rene80 (HIP)
The second validation case of this work was built considering smooth specimen and notch specimen Rene80 (HIP) data at 850
• C. It is shown that the extended probabilistic model for LCF can be calibrated with smooth specimen data points and data of only one notch specimen geometry. Rene80 (HIP) is a polycrystalline Ni-based superalloy which is, like IN-939, also used as gas turbine blade and vane base material where the combined notch support and size effect is influencing the LCF life [3] .
Element
Ni Cr Co Ti Mo W Al C B Zr Weight -% bal. 14.0 9.5 5.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 0.17 0.15 0.03 Table 3 : Chemical composition of Rene80. The examined specimens were cast and heat treated such that the material had a yield strength Y S 0.2 ≥ 733 MPa at 400
The average chemical composition of the evaluated Rene80 (HIP) specimens is given in Table 3. LCF data of four different specimen geometries was examined. The number of available test points for the respective geometry is listed in Table 4 The geometry of the tested Rene80 notched specimens is sketched in Figure 2 . These and the small smooth specimens are from the same batch while the larger smooth specimens were manufactured in another batch 4 but with equal heat treatment [27] . That is why only the small smooth specimen data set was used for calibration together with notch specimen points and the large smooth specimen data set was only used to compare to probabilistic life predictions. All tests were performed at 850
• C such that no temperature model was required to interpolate the CMB parameters. Figure 8 shows the fitted (thin, dashed) and predicted (thick, solid) probabilistic Wöhler curves for LCF crack initiation life of smooth and notch specimen data. The predicted LCF life for the smooth specimen (red curves) is lower than the life of the small standard specimen (green) which firstly fits the data point distribution and secondly agrees with the theory of the statistical size effect, since the smooth specimens have a larger critical area. The curve prediction for the NS-2 specimen type in the right plot of Figure 8 is slightly too optimistic for the test points. Here, the notch effect is overestimated (n χ = 2.70) compared to the curve prediction in the left plot (n χ = 2.43). There, the Weibull shape m is also smaller which leads to a higher size effect shift and hence a correct prediction for both notch specimen types.
Comparing the negative Log-Likelihood sum for all test points confirms that the calibration which uses data of the NS-2 specimens yields to a better calibrated model. Table 5 : Negative Log-Likelihood sum as measure for the goodness of fit compared for both calibrations conducted with Rene80 data.
Notch geometry used for calibration
One cause for this difference might be the different scatter pattern in both notch data sets. The data point distribution from the NS-2 specimen testing The left plot shows the result from using test data points of notch specimen geometry NS-2 for fitting. The right plot shows the result from using test data points of notch specimen geometry NS-1.
seems to be more representative for the material batch and hence produces a more suitable parameter set when used for model calibration. Nevertheless, both calibrations lead to models with good LCF life prediction reliability at 850
• C, as the prediction curves lie almost in the middle of the scatter range of their respective data point cloud. From these results one can conclude that the simultaneous estimation of CMB and notch support parameters for calibrating the probabilistic model requires only LCF test data of one smooth and one notch specimen type for Rene80 (HIP).
The uncertainty in the curve prediction is again, equally to the IN-939 case, determined by 2000 bootstrap fits and all confidence intervals are calculated with the percentile method from those.
The deviation of the bootstrap curves from the master curve is larger in the Basquin branches (elastic deformation) than for the Coffin-Manson branches (plastic deformation) of the Wöhler curves. The reason for that is the small amount of test points in that region. An equivalent situation but with a scarce data basis in the region of plastic deformation is observable in the 26NiCrMoV 14-5 calibration case in the following subsection 3.3.
26NiCrMoV 14-5
A notch support effect is not only observed for superalloy specimens but also for Fe-based steels [4] . The broad application range of steels in all industry sectors naturally crates an incentive for examining the combined size and notch effect for this material class. Here, data of the martensitic steel 26NiCrMoV 14-5 is used to calibrate the local probabilistic model for LCF with respect to combined size and notch support effect. This steel is used for forged turbomachinery rotors discs which also have inhomogeneous stress concentrations at the steeple. Operating temperatures however are much lower compared to turbine blades and vanes. This is why test points collected at room temperature are analyzed for the first instance. The chemical composition of 26NiCrMoV 14-5 is given in Table 6 .
Element
Fe Ni Cr Mo V Mn C Si Weight -% min. 93.5 3.7 1.5 0.35 0.1 0.28 0.27 0.05 Table 6 : Chemical composition of 26NiCrMoV 14-5. The examined specimens were cast and heat treated such that the material had a yield strength Y S 0.2 ≥ 510 MPa at 400
Notch specimen LCF test points for seven different notch geometries leading stress concentration factors ranging from K t = 1.28 (r Notch = 7 mm) to K t = 2.33 (r Notch = 1 mm) have been available for examination. The number of available test points for the respective geometry is listed in Table 7 specimens with notch radius r Notch > 2 mm were of the geometry as shown in the upper sketch in Figure 2 . Specimens with r Notch ≤ 2 mm, however, had a conical opening as transition from outside to the circular notch root instead of a parallel opening as shown in the lower sketch in Figure 2 . Again, all data points of different specimen geometries, could be used simultaneously for calibration and to validate life predictions since the extended local probabilistic model for LCF is entirely geometry independent. Only few smooth specimen data points exist. Most points have been collected with NS-2 specimens and NS-7 specimens. They show a remarkable scatter of almost half an order of magnitude. It is to presume that all other tested specimen types would exhibit a comparable scatter putting a significant uncertainty on every life prediction. Similar to the procedure in 3.2, two calibration cases were tested. The first calibration used the data points of the NS-7 specimens while the second used the NS-2 specimen data. Nevertheless, it is possible to also incorporate the single data points from Table 7 in the calibration procedure as they simply add another summand to the negative log-likelihood sum. Three of the single data points were added in each of the aforementioned calibrations but they are left out in Figure 9 where only the major fit and prediction curves are shown. The left plot shows the result from using test data points of notch specimen geometry NS-7 for fitting. The right plot shows the result from using test data points of notch specimen geometry NS-2.
As done for the previously assessed materials in subsection 3.1 and subsec-tion 3.2, an uncertainty quantification for the probabilistic Wöhler curve prediction is conducted. The confidence intervals become broader towards higher strains at the Coffin-Manson branches. As mentioned in subsection 3.2, the reason for that is the scarce data situation for strains ε a > 0.5 % where the negative log-likelihood sum, whose minimum is the convergence criterion in MLE, does not change significantly.
The right plot of Figure 9 reveals that calibration using the data set of the NS-2 specimens yields to a too conservative LCF life prediction for the NS-7 specimen geometry. Extrapolating the combined notch support and size effect with this parameter set does not provide accurate results, particularly for elastic deformation. If points of the NS-7 specimens are used for calibration however, interpolating the combined effect on the NS-2 specimen geometry is acceptable (left plot in 9). This observation is qualified by the very different values of the negative log-likelihood sums as listed in 8. Apparently, the model calibrated with NS-7 specimen data (sharply notched) is most accurate. This coincides with the observation in subsection 3.2 where calibrating the model with sharply notched specimen data also lead to better predictions. Figure 10 shows Wöhler curve predictions for the further tested single data points from different notch geometries. A certain mismatch between the test points of NS-4, NS-5, NS-6 specimens and their respective prediction curves is visible in Figure 10 . The reason for that is not necessarily a shortcoming of the model but very likely the test point scatter.
Notch geometry used for calibration
As mentioned before, the test points of the NS-2 and NS-7 specimens are scattered across a broad life range and the crack initiation life of the other specimens from the same casting batch is expected to behave similarly. Aside from this, the comparison of curves to single points is potentially misleading but still shown for the sake of completeness here.
Comparison of Notch Support mechanism in different materials
Although the observed curve shift in the LCF Wöhler curves always originates from the combined notch and size effect, the contributions can be clearly distinguished. Figure 11 shows plots of the notch support factor n χ versus the normalized stress gradient χ for the three examined materials. As visible in Figure 11 , the notch support factor is largest for Rene80 (HIP) and lowest for 26NiCrMoV 14-5. This coincides with the theory that the notch support effect is proportional to the materials grain size [4, 32] . The reason for that are stresses dropping across the diameter of a critical surface grain retard the formation of persistent slip bands and hence macroscopic crack initiation. Smaller surface grains are always subject to higher lattice stress and therefore initiate cracks of a critical length after fewer load cycles. The large gap between n χ for Rene80 (HIP) and IN-939 (CC) however cannot be explained with significant differences in the grain size. While Karry and Dolan provide a formula for the dependency of the fatigue notch factor k f on grain size in brass specimens [32] , a robust relation between grain size and the notch support parameters A and k for the geometry independent notch support factor n χ is yet to be found. Note that A and k are single values and not explicitly considered to be statistically distributed as k f in [17] for example. Instead, all additional data scatter emanating from the notch support effect is covered by the Weibull shape parameter m during the model calibration.
Summarizing Discussion
An extension for the probabilistic model for LCF, first presented in [1] and [2] , is described in subsection 2.2. It is now able to predict the LCF crack initiation life distribution of arbitrarily shaped parts and considers the combined size and notch support effect. This was first shown in [3] and is validated for three different materials (two Ni-based superalloys, steel) in section 3. In every case, the model is simultaneously calibrated with LCF test data of standard and notched specimens since predicting the combined size and notch support effect requires all parameters (CMB, notch support and Weibull shape) to be adjusted to each other. In a second step, the calibrated model is validated by predicting the probabilistic LCF median Wöhler curve for specimens with different geometries.
In the first case (subsection 3.1), the extended model is calibrated with test data of IN-939 ""(CC) specimens for different temperatures. Hence, temperature model functions for the CMB parameters are calibrated in a preliminary step. With those, the extended model is calibrated with respect to the combined size and notch effect using the maximum likelihood method. During the second step, the model is calibrated using LCF test data from smooth specimens and two different notch specimen types. In order to calculate the probabilistic life with the local approach from [1] , FEA model results of the notched specimens are used in every iteration. Even though this is computationally more costly, it creates the capability to calibrate the model with a reduced amount of test data (less different notch geometries). The calibrated model is able to predict the crack initiation lives of two different cooling hole specimens much more accurate than a deterministic approach which uses a CMB equation with notch support extension and neglects the statistical size effect. Figure 7 shows that it is crucial to consider the combined size and notch support effect for reliable predictions.
By predicting the cooling hole specimen lives, it is also shown how robust the extended local probabilistic model works concerning arbitrary geometries which is enabled by the local approach. Since the model is implemented in a highly automated way and does not require low level input information apart from the FEA model of the assessed component and material parameters, it is very suitable for structural optimization with respect to mechanical integrity. The primarily intended application however is robust component design with respect to scatter in LCF crack initiation life emanating from the uncertainties of material properties. As mentioned in section 1, Zhu et al. have also approached the problem of probabilistic fatigue life prediction for multiaxially loaded parts [11] . In contrast to the local approach using the hazard density presented here, they performed latin hypercube sampling (LHS) of nonlinear 3D FEA calculations from probability distributions for the fatigue strength and ductility coefficient and used the resulting maximum shear strain and normal strain responses at the critical plane to calculate the fatigue life according to the Fatemi-Socie criterion [10] . As an alternative to the LHS of FEA's, a first order approximation for the fatigue life distribution is provided as well. This would be more favorable for a possible application use of the method since the FEA computation times for complex geometries are usually too long for a LHS with 10 3 samples. It would be very interesting to also validate the model at data which was not used for calibration, e.g. of cooling hole specimens in order to see the prediction capability of the Fatemi-Socie criterion for complex geometries.
In the second case (subsection 3.2), the extended model is calibrated with test data of Rene80 ""(HIP) specimens tested at 850
• C. Two model calibrations are conducted using smooth specimen data and data of two different notch specimen types, respectively. In both cases, the model is able to predict the probabilistic LCF life of the respective specimen type, whose data was not used for calibration. This shows that it is possible to use only tests of one notch specimen geometry, in addition to test points of smooth specimens to calibrate the extended model. A significantly reduced testing effort compared is feasible to the deterministic notch support parameter calibration. For the Rene80 ""(HIP) case and in the third case (26NiCrMoV""14-5 ) it is observed that models calibrated with test data from sharper notched specimen gives more accurate predictions.
Furthermore, the confidence intervals of the curve predictions are computed from a set of bootstrap curves. Particularly for coarsely grained superalloys such as Rene80 the scatter of the test data is increased by grain orientation effects since it is very likely that only one single grain lies in the critical area in the notch root of the specimen. Its orientation is determining the actual value of the Young's modulus in load direction which generally deviates from the value assumed in the continuous mechanics approach in the local probabilistic model. Gottschalk et al. introduced a strain amplitude correction scheme via the concept of Schmid factors for Rene80 data where the orientation of the failing grain was determined by electron backscatter diffraction at every specimen [30] . This leads to a considerable reduction of data scatter. However, not only the local anisotropy of material properties but also the variation in granular strain due to the different composition of neighboring grains and their load transfer behavior requires a description beyond continuum mechanics [31] .
Steels can also show a notch support effect where its intensity decreases with increased ductility and grain size. The available LCF test data of 26NiCrMoV""14-5 at 20
• C indicates a notch support effect and is used for calibration of the local probabilistic model. Analogously to the Rene80 ""(HIP) case, two calibrations using data of two different notch specimen types are conducted and both model variants are able to predict an acceptable LCF Wöhler curve of the notch specimen left out in calibration. Again, analogously to the Rene80 ""(HIP) case, the model calibrated with the data set of the sharper notch geometry is predicting the LCF life of specimens which were not used for calibration more precisely.
An alternative model could be implemented with a volume integration approach instead of the currently used surface integration. The stress gradient information would then be implicitly contained in the volume hazard density field.
One can conclude that the extended local probabilistic model for LCF could be more comprehensively validated due to its extension for taking into account the combined statistical size and notch effect. It is able to perform the fatigue assessment of more arbitrarily shaped parts at arbitrary load and considers material property variations by providing a distribution for the number of cycles to crack initiation.
An additional advantageous property of the model that has not been mentioned yet, is the robustness to stress deviations. The smoothness of the probabilistic LCF life functional with respect to meshing is particularly useful in structural optimization where fast, gradient based algorithms can be used.
